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Ideal World

Most traditional tools for formal modeling, 
reasoning, and computing are crisp, 
deterministic, and precise in character.

Crisp refers to dichotomous yes-or-no-type rather 
than more-or-less-type. For instance, in set theory, 
an element can either belong to a set or not; in 
conventional dual logic, a statement can either be 
true or false – and nothing in between.

(Zimmermann, 2001)
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Terrestrial World

Modeling the Terrestrial World – Some Complications 

1. Real situations are very often not crisp and 
deterministic, and they cannot be described 
precisely.

2. The complete description of a real system often 
would require far more detailed data than a human 
being could ever recognize simultaneously, 
process, and understand.

3. Besides, decoding the semantics and linguistics 
from natural language presents a major challenge. 
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Simple Illustration

When someone asks “how are you?”

Common (culturally relevant) responses include

• Not too bad 
• Good
• Fine, thank you
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How might one deal with uncertainty?

In real world situations, we learned how 
Beyesian approaches can help when the 
uncertainty is due to lack of information or 
challenge of predicting a future state of a 
system. The resulting stochastic uncertainties 
were handled appropriately by reasoning 
using probability theory and statistics.
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How might one deal with fuzziness?

The vagueness in the description of the semantic 
meaning of events, phenomena, or statements is 
called fuzziness. 

Fuzziness is commonly found in engineering, medicine, 
meteorology, manufacturing, education, and other domains.

However, it is frequently encountered in all areas 
in which human judgment, evaluation, and decisions 
are important.

These include decision making, reasoning, and learning.
(Zimmermann, 2001)
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Intrinsic fuzziness & 
Informational fuzziness

Intrinsic fuzziness. 

“Tall person” – fuzzy because the meaning of tall is 
dependent on the context (height of observer, 
culture, etc.); “Degenerative disease” in medicine –
e.g. Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s is fuzzy because 
no one seems to know what causes the disease

Informational fuzziness.

“Creditworthy customer” – a creditworthy customer 
can possibly be described completely and crisply iff 
we use a large number of descriptors 

(Zadeh, 1973; Zimmermann, 2001)
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Concept Hierarchy of Creditworthiness

(Zimmermann, 2001)
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Misconceptions about 
Fuzzy Logic & Fuzzy Sets

The notion of a fuzzy sets . . .  may prove to have a 
much wider scope of applicability, particularly in the 
fields of pattern classification and information 
processing. Essentially, such a framework provides a 
natural way of dealing with problems in which the 
source of imprecision is the absence of sharply defined 
criteria of class membership rather than the presence 
of random variables

“Imprecision” here refers to vagueness rather than a lack of 
knowledge about the value of a parameter

(Zadeh, 1965)
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Definition of Fuzzy Set

A fuzzy set is commonly expressed by an 
ordered set of pairs, the first element of 
which denotes the element and the 
second the degree of membership. 
Mathematically,

where Ã represents a fuzzy set

X is the universe or universe of discourse or 
collection of objects x
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Reasoning in Fuzzy Expert Systems

• Fuzzy expert systems reason using fuzzy logic 
membership functions. Membership refers to 
degree to which a particular attribute’s value 
belongs to a set. It indicates the strength of the 
relation present between the elements of the 
tuple.

For example, someone with an age attribute = 21 years would have
high membership in the set “young” and low membership in the set 
“old.”

• Membership function allows degrees of 
membership to be related to linguistic terms.
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Fuzzy Relations

Fuzzy relations are fuzzy subsets of  X x Y or 
the Cartesian product of X & Y, i.e., mappings 
from 
X → Y. 

The applications of fuzzy relations are 
widespread and important. 

Fuzzy relations describe the interactions 
between variables. 
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Binary Fuzzy Relations

If X & Y are subsets of the universal set U, i.e.,

X, Y ⊆ U

then

is called a fuzzy relation on X x Y, under the 
assumption that     was a mapping from X x Y to [0, 
1]; i.e., the definition assigns to each pair (x, y) a 
degree of membership in the unit interval.
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Operations on Fuzzy Relations

Let X = {            } and Y = {              }, with the 
membership function for the fuzzy relations 

Õ = “x considerably larger than y” Ã = “y very close to x”

NB: In the relational matrices above, the numbers for the membership 

function are “arbitrarily” assigned by the experts of a domain.

.8.71.9
00.80
.7.11.8

.5.80.3

.7.5.4.9

.6.90.4
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Union Operation on Fuzzy Relations

The union of Õ with Ã is defined by 

which can be interpreted as 

“x considerably larger than y OR very close to y”

.8.71.9
00.80
.7.11.8

.5.80.3

.7.5.4.9

.6.90.4

.8.81.9

.7.5.8.9

.7.91.8
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Intersection on Fuzzy Relations

The intersection of Õ with Ã is defined by 

which can be interpreted as 

“x considerably larger than y AND very close to y”

.8.71.9
00.80
.7.11.8

.5.80.3

.7.5.4.9

.6.90.4

.5.70.3
00.40
.6.10.4
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What is an expert system?

An expert system is a computer program that 
solves problems that heretofore required 
significant human expertise by using 
explicitly represented domain knowledge and 
computational decision procedures. 

In expert systems, the domain knowledge is 
typically emphasized over formal reasoning 
methods

(Kastner & Hong, 1984)
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Fuzzy Propositions –
Variables, Hedges, and Numbers

Fuzzy logic in expert systems allow fuzzy 
propositions of the form:

IF size is more or less small

THEN investment is rather large

where small and large are linguistic 
variables denoting fuzzy memberships and 
more or less and rather are hedges that 
modify the memberships. 

(Sedbrook, 1998)
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Fuzzy Propositions –
Variables, Hedges, and Numbers

Fuzzy expert systems also apply fuzzy 
numbers representing degrees of 
membership over intervals. 

The following slides elaborate on fuzzy 
variables, hedges, and fuzzy numbers.
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Fuzzy Variables – Definition 

A fuzzy variable is an attribute described by 
a set of linguistic values. These sets of values 
are related by a membership function to 
express possibilities of set membership for 
particular instances.

For example, while describing shoes, the terms 
representing increasing membership such as narrow, 
medium, and wide may describe the broadness 
attribute. Consequently, a shoe of medium broadness, 
indicates that the shoe membership in “broadness” is 
intermediate between narrow and wide.
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Hedges – Definition 

A hedge is a linguistic term to qualify fuzzy 
variables by increasing, reducing, or 
restricting membership levels. 

For example, hedges such as “very,” “strongly,” and 
“really” denote increased membership. Hedges such as 
“more or less,” “slightly,” and “few” denote decreased 
membership. Hedges such as “relatively,” “technically,”
and “strictly” denote restrictions on membership levels. 
Consequently, a shoe with slightly medium broadness, 
indicates a reduced membership compared to a shoe 
with medium broadness.
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Fuzzy Numbers – Definition 

A fuzzy number relates numeric intervals to 
degrees of possibility associated with a proposition 
using membership functions (MFs) 

For example, a fuzzy number may relate a temperature 
level to the proposition that the temperature is warm. A 
temperature of 32°F or (0°C) would have low 
membership in warm. While 60°F would have a higher 
membership in warm. 

Although popular membership functions used 
include triangular MF, trapezoidal MF, Gaussian MF, 
& generalized bell MF, a triangular MF is the most 
common. 
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Fuzzy Expert System – Example

Instant Traveling Expert Advice (ITEA) is an 
example of an integrated development 
environment (IDE) and Java delivery applet for 
producing, delivering, and collaborating while 
maintaining an online fuzzy knowledge base 
that provides instant fuzzy traveling expert 
advice.

(Sedbrook, 1998)
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The Development Environment

The Java IDE featured of the ITEA provided an object-
oriented editing environment for creating classes, 
subclasses, attributes, and values. Developers created 
IF-THEN rules that supported logical operations (“AND,”
“OR,” “NOT,” “ELSE”), fuzzy numbers, fuzzy variables, 
and fuzzy reasoning.

ITEA provided fuzzy MF generator that supported 
hedges for fuzzy linguistic variables and allowed 
developers to specify triangular or trapezoidal MF for 
fuzzy numbers. Developers set the system’s inference 
strategy to pursue single or multiple values for goals 
and specify confidence thresholds for firing rules. 
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Reasoning with Fuzzy Variables

The following slides demonstrate how ITEA managed inferences with fuzzy 
variables. For instance, consider two rules:

Rule 1:
IF environment humidity = more or less low
AND environment wind = breezy
AND environment temperature = mostly warm
THEN weather condition = more or less nice

Rule 2:
IF weather condition = slightly nice
AND snow condition = mostly good
OR snow condition = very ok
THEN recommend activity = ski
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Assumptions 

Assume the following fuzzy attributes have been 
defined for application classes – environment, 
weather, and snow. 
The attributes for environment are: 

humidity with fuzzy values – (high, medium, low) and 
hedges (very, more or less, slightly)

wind with fuzzy values – (breezy, calm) and 
hedges (strongly, slightly)

temperature with fuzzy values – (hot, warm, cold) and 
hedges (mostly, not very)
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Assumptions 

The attributes for weather are: 

condition with fuzzy values – (the best, great, nice, ok, terrible, the 
worst) and hedges (very, more or less, slightly)

The attributes for snow are: 

condition with fuzzy values – (excellent, good, ok, bad, awful) and 
hedges (very, mostly, slightly)
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Goal of the ITEA System

The goal of the ITEA system - Recommend 
an activity based on user input. 

Consider the fuzzy inferences for a consultation where 
the user provides the following fuzzy facts:

humidity is very low 

wind is slightly breezy
temperature is mostly warm
snow condition is very good
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Fuzzy Reasoning in ITEA 

The ITEA system reasoned by backward 
chaining to assign fuzzy memberships that 
depended on the user’s responses and the 
possibility distribution defined by a rule’s 
hedges and fuzzy attributes. For instance, for 
the input (facts provided): 

humidity is very low 

wind is slightly breezy
temperature is mostly warm
snow condition is very good
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Some Conclusions of ITEA

The first premise statement of Rule 1 is true 
to a fuzzy certainty level of 85%, the 
minimum membership attained among the 
first rule’s three premise statements: 

IF environment humidity = more or less low
AND environment wind = breezy
AND environment temperature = mostly warm
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More Conclusions of ITEA

The first and third premise statements have 100% 
membership assignments. However, with the user 
response that the wind is slightly breezy, allows the 
system to assert that wind has an 85% membership
in breezy and a 15% membership in calm. 

Since the Rule 1 premise’s fuzzy certainty of 85% 
exceeds the system’s threshold of 50%, Rule 1 fires 
to conclude the weather condition is nice. 

Rule 2 assigns the attribute – recommended 
activity with the values – ski with a confidence level 
of 100%. 
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ITEA Conclusions – Caveat 

Clearly, the rule membership assignment 
depends on both the user responses and the 
construction of rules.

For instance, if the user had answered that the 
snow condition was mostly ok, the rule would fail 
because Rule 2 requires the snow to be at least very
ok. 

If the first statement in the Rule 2 premise 
required the weather condition to be very nice, the 
rule would fail since the Rule 1 conclusion warrants 
only that the weather condition is more of less nice. 
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Fuzzy Expert System Components

A fuzzy expert system typically 
consists of:

1. Fuzzy input and output variables & their 
fuzzy values

2. Fuzzy rule base

3. Fuzzy inference engine

4. Fuzzification and defuzzification modules
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Typical examples of 
fuzzy expert systems

FUZZY CONTROLLERS are common 
examples of fuzzy expert systems. 

Assumption

Control knowledge is available to 
specify a control strategy 
represented by a collection of 
IF – THEN rules. 
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Generic “Mamdani”
Fuzzy Controller

(Zimmermann, 2001)
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Fuzzy Controller Design Process

Task 1: Define the problem
Task 2: Define the linguistic variables
Task 3: Define the fuzzy sets
Task 4: Define the fuzzy rules
Task 5: Build the fuzzy expert system
Task 6: Test the system
Task 7: Tune the system 

(a) Rules
(b) Fuzzy sets

(Chen, 2000)
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Define the problem

Design a fuzzy rule-based expert system to navigate a golf cart 

from initial position to the location of the golf ball (Fig. below).
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Define the linguistic variables

There are two basic problems to consider 
while designing the fuzzy system

1. Control the steering of the cart to direct it 
toward the ball, and

2. Control the cart’s speed

How would an expert solve this problem?
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Linguistic Variables

To steer the cart toward the ball, a common 
sense strategy would be:

“When the direction of the cart is away 
from the ball, make the cart’s direction 
toward the ball.”

To control the cart’s speed:

“When the cart is far away from the ball, 
make the cart’s speed fast. Otherwise, 
make the cart’s speed slow.”
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Universe of Discourse & 
Range of Linguistic Variables

0 to 600 yd/sBall distance

-2 to 1 yd/s/sAcceleration

0 to 5 yd/sSpeed

-45 to 45°Steering angle

-60 to 60°Error angle

RangeLinguistic Variables
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Define the Fuzzy Sets - Assumptions

Floor It

FarSlight 
Acceleration

FastHard LeftLarge Positive

MediumZeroMediumSlight RightSmall Positive

CloseCoastSlowZeroZero

Real CloseBrake LightReal SlowSlight RightSmall 
Negative

ZeroBrake HardZeroHard RightLarge 
Negative

Ball DistanceAccelerationSpeedSteering 
angle

Error angle
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Consulting with experts –
Membership functions for Fuzzy Sets

The experts then assign fuzzy values based on 
their belief and expertise.

For instance, to what degree does the expert believe the 
speed is slow

These fuzzy mapping or membership functions 
can have a variety of shapes depending on how 
the expert relates different domain values to belief 
values.

For example, triangular or trapezoidal shapes can 
simplify computations.
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Define the Fuzzy Rules

The fuzzy rules come from the domain 
knowledge of experts.

For example, to maintain the steering direction
IF error_angle is zero, 
THEN make steering_angle zero 

=> (defrule maint_steering (ErrorAngle Zero)

(assert (SteeringAngle Zero))
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Build the Fuzzy Expert System

To code the fuzzy sets, rules, and 
procedures for performing fuzzy logic 
functions, such as fuzzy inference, one of 
two methods could be used:

1. Build the system from scratch using a basic 
programming language, or

2. Rely on a fuzzy logic development shell, like 
a FuzzyCLIPS.
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Test & Tune the System

As always, to check if the system has been 
built to specifications, TEST it.

To improve performance, TUNE the system by 
adding 

(a) Rules, for special situations & coping 
with other linguistic variables; and 

(b) Fuzzy Sets, adding sets on a defined 
linguistic variable, broadening or narrowing 
existing sets, shifting laterally existing sets, 
or adjusting shape of existing set.
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Text Circulated Online  
From Reading Research

Aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at 
Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer
in waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, 
the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the 
frist and lsat ltteers be at the rghit
pclae. The rset can be a toatl mses and 
you can sitll raed it wouthit porbelm. 
Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos
not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the 
wrod as a wlohe.
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Application of Fuzzy Set Theory in 
Database & Info Storage/Retrieval

Handling Imprecise Information

The database that can accommodate imprecise 
information can store and manipulate not only precise 
facts, but also subjective expert opinions, judgments, 
and values that can be specified in linguistic terms.

Efficiency

Fuzzy database and information retrieval systems must 
be able to perform quickly enough to make interaction 
with human users feasible, despite large amounts of 
stored data with their degrees of membership. 

(Klir & Yuan, 1995)
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Use of Fuzzy Logic* in Search Engines
(Zadeh, 2004)

XAlltheWeb

No infoGoogle

Yahoo

XWeb Crawler

Open Text

No InfoLycos

XInfoseek

XHotBot

Alta Vista

XExcite!

Fuzzy logic in any form
(* currently only elementary 

fuzzy logic tools are employed)

Search Engine
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Google & Fuzzy Relational Database?
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Google Search Result in 0.28 s
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Google Search Result in 0.19 s
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Inference techniques for 
Fuzzy Cases (or Propositions)

For convenience, we use simple rules below. 

IF O O is the condition (or antecedent) of the rule

THEN A
O′ O′ is the matching fact in the fact database

------------------------ A is the consequent (or conclusion) of the rule

A′ A′ is the actual consequent calculated

NB: Unlike two state logic, in fuzzy logic, the rule can result 
in the actual consequent A′ as long as the matching fact O′
somewhat belongs to the antecedent O.

(Chen, 2000)
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Four Types of Fuzzy 
IF-THEN Rule Cases

There are four types of IF-THEN rule cases:

FUZZY-FUZZYFUZZYFUZZY

FUZZY-CRISPCRISPFUZZY

CRISP-FUZZYFUZZYCRISP

CRISP-CRISPCRISPCRISP

Type of RuleConsequent
or Conclusion

Antecedent
or Condition
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Illustration of a CF Case of 
“IF O THEN A” Rule

Rule: IF visibility (O) is 16 miles (V1)
THEN expected average traffic 

speed (A) is high (V2) 
(CF1 = 0.7)

Fact: Visibility is 16 miles (CF2 = 0.9). 
Therefore we can calculate 

the CF for the expected speed, 
CF3 = 0.7 * 0.9 = 0.63

Conclusion: The expected average traffic 
speed (A) is high (V′2) (CF = 0.63).

Note: CF refers to certainty factor
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Illustration of a FF Case of 
“IF O THEN A” Rule

Rule: IF visibility (O) is poor (V1)
THEN expected average traffic speed (A) 
is low (V2) 

In such cases, we have to form a relation RG that 
maps O to A. 

The fuzziness of O and A is given by
Poor visibility: µF1 = (0.9/0.5) + (0.5/5) = 1.9

Low speed: µF2 = (0.8/5) + (0.7/15) + (0.2/25) = 0.21
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Illustration of a FF Case of 
“IF O THEN A” Rule

Fact: Visibility (O) is poor′ (V1′)
Poor visibility: µF1′ = (0.8/0.5) + (0.6/5) = 1.72

In addition, we have relation RG: µF1 → µF2  (v) which is a  
2 * 3 table as shown below.

We can calculate the resulting fuzzy membership function F2′
F2′ = F1′ o RG = (0.8/5) + (0.7/15) + (0.4/25) = 0.22 

0.51.01.05.0
0.40.70.80.5
25155F1 F2
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Illustration of a Case of 
“IF O1 AND O2 THEN A” Rule

Rule: IF O1 AND O2

THEN A is V3

Fact: O1′, O2′

Conclusion: A is V3′

Example
Rule: IF visibility (O1) is poor (V1) 

AND weather (O2) is bad (V2) 
THEN traffic speed (A) is low (V3)
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Illustration of a Case of 
“IF O1 AND O2 THEN A” Rule

Facts: Visibility (O1) is poor′ (V1′)
Weather (O2) is bad′ (V2′)
Here poor′ and bad′ represent the degree of “poor”
and “bad” associated with a given fact. 

How can we arrive at a conclusion about V3 ′? 
Here slow′ represents the degree of “slow” derived from the given facts.

In these multiple proposition cases, we can split the 
consequence to form separate rules, with each conjunct as 
the sole consequence in a rule, and each rule is evaluated as 
illustrated in slides 56-57.
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Illustration of a Case of 
“IF O1 AND O2 THEN A” Rule

Using the logic inference laws* (Slide 61), the Example Rule in 
slide # 58 can be changed to:

Rule 1: IF visibility (O1) is poor (V1) 
THEN traffic speed (A) is low (V3)

Fact: Visibility (O1) is poor′ (V1′)
Conclusion: Traffic speed (A) is slow′ (V3′)
Rule 2: IF weather (O2) is bad (V2) 

THEN traffic speed (A) is low (V3)

Fact: Weather (O2) is bad′ (V2′)
Conclusion: Traffic speed (A) is slow′ (V3′)
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Using Predicate Logic to 
Develop Production Rules

O1 ^ O2 → A
= ¬(O1 ^ O2) v A
= (¬O1 v ¬O2) v A
= (¬O1 v A ) v (¬O2 v A) 
= (O1 → A ) v (O2 → A) 
O1 v O2 → A
= ¬(O1 v O2) ^ A
= (¬O1 ^ ¬O2) ^ A
= (¬O1 ^ A ) ^ (¬O2 ^ A) 
= (O1 → A ) ^ (O2 → A) 

(Chen, 2000)
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Calculating the fuzzy 
membership functions

SUPPOSE from Rule 1, 

F12′ = (0.6/5) + (0.6/15) + (0.4/25) = 0.18

and from Rule 2, we have

F22′ = (0.7/5) + (0.5/15) + (0.3/25) + (0.1/35) = 0.25
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Resulting membership function

Since the original Rule was IF .. AND .. THEN, 
we use the union operation, after getting two 
rules from it, to find: 

F2′ = (0.7/5) + (0.6/15) + (0.4/25) + (0.1/35) = 0.20

Had the Rule been IF .. OR .. THEN, we will 
then use the intersection operation to find:

F2′ = (0.6/5) + (0.5/15) + (0.3/25) + (0.1/35) = 0.17
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Intelligent Buildings

Reyes-Garcia & Corona (2003) describe an 
efficient and adequate “Fuzzy Expert System” that 
controls the Ventilation and Air Conditioning in 
buildings. 

Their system was designed using a Client/Server, 
Blackboard architecture and implemented in 
FuzzyCLIPS.
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Other Application Areas of 
Fuzzy Systems – Partial List

Transportation
(subways, helicopters, elevators, traffic control, and air control for highway tunnels)

Automobiles
(engines, brakes, transmission, cruise control systems)

Consumer electronics
(washing machines, driers, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, rice cookers, televisions, 

VCRs, air conditioners, microwave ovens, shower systems, cameras)

Robotics
Computers
Telecommunications
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Other Applications of 
Fuzzy Systems – Partial List

Other industries
(steel, chemical, power generation, construction, nuclear, aerospace)

Engineering
(electrical, mechanical, civil, environmental, geophysics)

Safety/Maintenance
Agriculture
Medicine
(CADIAG-2 in internal medicine, EMERGE for chest pain analysis, & EXPERT in rheumatology & ophthalmology)

Management
(credit evaluation, damage/risk assessment, stock picking, marketing analysis, production management, 

scheduling, decision-support systems)

Education 
(Intelligent Tutoring Systems)

(Munakata & Jain, 1994; Zimmermann, 2001)
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Advantages of Fuzzy Expert Systems

1. Use fuzzy logic operators like maximum & minimum, 
explicit possibility distribution, and tautologies for 
deductions using fuzzy inference rules (e.g. modus 

phonens – (a ^ (a => b)) => b).
2. The knowledge base of a typical fuzzy controller has 

less than 100 rules (commonly no more than 20 used), and 
therefore it is more efficient. 

3. The knowledge entering fuzzy controllers is 
structurally shallow, both statistically and dynamically 
(one-level lists) and therefore no run time chaining of 
inferences.
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Advantages of Fuzzy Expert Systems

4. The knowledge stored in the knowledge base 
typically reflects immediate correlations 
between the inputs and outputs of the system 
to be controlled.

5. The numerical parameters of their rules and 
of their qualitative input and output modules 
are tuned in a learning process. The 
algorithms used are gradient-descent “hill-
climbing” ones that learn by local 
optimization.
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Advantages of Fuzzy Expert Systems

6. They take less time to develop, when 
compared with traditional expert systems.

7. They reduce maintenance costs and improve 
user understanding.

8. They result in knowledge bases that are 
flexible and semantically rich.

9. Besides, collaborative fuzzy expert systems 
support the design of distributed decision 
making.

(Chen, 2000; Sedbrook, 1998)
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Conclusion

Fuzzy experts systems have improved the 
quality of life for humankind using fuzzy logic 
(computation with WORDS). However, a 
paradigm shift toward:

computation with PERCEPTIONS
– an automated capacity to reason with 
perception-based information, that Zadeh’s
Berkeley Initiative on Soft Computing
researches, heralds a promising future (includes 
computation with words, protoform theory, computational theory of 
perceptions, precisiated natural language, and perception-based decision 
analysis – http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~zadeh/).
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General link to Fuzzy Sets and Systems - Robert Fuller’s 
http://www.abo.fi/~rfuller/fuzs.html

: ) For multilingual meme’s online, visit Matt Davis’s 
http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/personal/matt.davis/Cmabrigde/


